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Abstract

Aim
To develop clinical practice guidelines for screening, assessing and managing cancer pain in Australian adults.

Methods
This three phase project utilised the ADAPTE approach to adapt international cancer pain guidelines for the Australian setting. A Working Party was established to define scope, screen guidelines for adaptation, and develop recommendations to support better cancer pain control through screening, assessment, pharmacological and non-pharmacological management, and patient education. Recommendations with limited evidence were referred to Expert Panels for advice before the draft guidelines were opened for public consultation via the Cancer Council Australia Cancer Guidelines Wiki platform in late 2012. All comments were reviewed by the Working Party and the guidelines revised accordingly.

Results
Screening resulted in six international guidelines being included for adaptation - those developed by the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (2008), National Health Service Quality Improvement Scotland (2009), National Comprehensive Cancer Network (2012), European Society of Medical Oncology (2011), European Association for Palliative Care (2011, 2012) and National Institute of Clinical Excellence (2012). Guideline adaptation resulted in 55 final recommendations. The guidelines were officially launched in November 2013.

Conclusion
International guidelines can be efficiently reconfigured for local contexts using the ADAPTE approach. Availability of the guidelines via the Cancer Council Australia Wiki is intended to promote uptake and enable recommendations to be kept up to date. Resources to support implementation will also be made available via the Wiki if found to be effective by a randomised controlled trial commencing in 2015.
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Background

Pain is experienced by up to 75% of people with cancer and rated as moderate-to-severe by 40-50% and severe by 25-30%.\(^1\) As the population ages, other comorbid conditions (e.g. osteoarthritis) are increasingly contributing to the complexity and challenges of cancer pain management.\(^2\) Despite the prevalence of pain in people with cancer, it is under-identified and under-treated internationally.\(^3\) In Australia, cancer pain has been identified as a priority area for improvement at national and state levels.\(^4,5\) There is evidence that implementation of evidence-based guidelines can improve quality of care and outcomes for cancer pain.\(^6\) However, implementing guidelines is not straightforward, with barriers frequently encountered across the levels of health system, clinician and patient.\(^7\) In 2010, the Australian National Pain Summit identified that the promotion of guidelines and strategies to support implementation would be required to improve cancer pain management and outcomes nationally.\(^8\)

To better understand current practices and clinician needs, a national online survey was undertaken from August 2011 to April 2012. Five hundred and thirty seven health professionals responded from across most disciplines involved in cancer care.\(^9\)\(^-\)\(^11\) Less than half (46%) of respondents reported using guidelines for managing cancer pain - likely to be an over-estimate of the national picture given the ‘volunteer effect’ expected for open surveys. Ninety per cent were supportive of new Australian cancer pain guidelines and implementation strategies, but there was support for these to build on existing international guidelines rather than for recommendations to be developed de novo. Guideline contents identified as potentially useful by more than 90% of respondents included: advice on best practice for specific cases of cancer pain (e.g. neuropathic), guidance on assessing patient-identified priorities, and inclusion of patient ‘action plans’ to aid self-management.

In this paper, we describe the methods used to adapt international guidelines for the Australian setting and discuss current work aimed at supporting their implementation.

Method

An Organizing Committee was formed to plan and oversee the project. The Committee included the Chair of the Working Group from the National Pain Summit (ML), as well as an implementation scientist (PMD) and palliative care physician (MA) with previous experience in guideline development, and coordination (TL) and administrative (AG) support. The Committee lodged its
intention to develop guidelines for cancer pain on the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) online Guidelines in Development Register in May 2011.

The Organizing Committee chose the ADAPTE approach as the only formal method available and one endorsed by the Guidelines International Network (GIN). ADAPTE specifies a three phase process of Set-up, Adaptation and Finalization (Figure 1). A large number of guidelines have been developed using this process including those for cancer symptom management.

*Figure 1*

During the Set-up phase, the Organizing Committee agreed that synthesis and adaptation would likely be required across a number of guidelines rather than a single candidate, and convened a Working Party to provide expert guidance. The Working Party comprised physicians and nurses in palliative care (ML, MA, JP) and medical oncology (FB), a consumer representative (JS) and coordinator (TL). It held its inaugural meeting in January 2012 and met five more times through 2012 and 2013. Disclosures of interests were declared by each member and updated as required at each meeting. Only FB declared a relevant interest, relating to her membership of the Advisory Board for Takeda Pharmaceuticals Australia Pty Ltd. A medical writer was engaged to assist with wording and formatting of recommendations to maximize clarity and ease of reading and minimize ambiguity.

During the Adaptation phase, discussions were initially aimed at more clearly defining the focal Population, Intervention, Professionals, Outcomes and Health setting (PIPOH) and identifying international guidelines suitable for adaptation, as well as Australian guidelines on related topics. The Working Party agreed that the target population should include adults with cancer of any type or stage. A primary focus on cancer-related pain was agreed to provide optimum scope for recommendations; existing Australian guidelines for acute pain meant no new recommendations were needed for this problem. Both pharmacological and non-pharmacological management of cancer pain were considered important topics for inclusion. Given the multi-disciplinary and cross-sector nature of contemporary Australian cancer care, it was agreed that the guidelines should be aimed at a broad readership of clinicians from different disciplines working in primary, secondary, tertiary and residential settings, including health professionals not specializing in oncology or palliative care.

Existing guidelines were sought via the reference lists of previous reviews and searches of online databases and clearing houses identified by the ADAPTE manual. Guidelines were screened according to the following eight criteria, based on the agreed PIPOH and requirements for currency
and evidence: 1) a primary focus on adults with chronic cancer pain; 2) relevance across tumor types and stages; 3) inclusion of recommendations for assessment and/or management of pain by means of either pharmacological or non-pharmacological intervention; 4) capacity to inform pain assessment and management across disciplines and settings; 5) published in the previous 3 years (i.e. 2008 or later); 6) national or international coverage (i.e., not center-specific); 7) availability in English; and 8) independently rated as 'recommended' or 'strongly recommended' by two members of the Working Party based on criteria of the Appraisal of Guidelines Research & Evaluation (AGREE) Instrument. Developers of the original guidelines were contacted via email as required to request evidence tables and further information about their development processes.

Synthesis of source guidelines was undertaken via exhaustive tabulation of recommendations aimed at identifying areas of agreement, near agreement, or lack of consensus. The Working Party then met to prioritize recommendations according to level of agreement between source documents, perceived importance to clinical care, and relevance to the Australian setting. Throughout, the Working Party was guided by principles of holistic person-centered care, equity of access and a concern to minimize inappropriate prescribing, especially in elderly patients. Recommendations meeting criteria were either directly adopted or modified as necessary, with sources referenced as appropriate. Recommendations for pharmacological pain management and management of adverse effects for which there was no consensus were referred to two panels of expert palliative care physicians. Questions were posed to each panelist independently via an online survey. Any inconsistencies among responses were resolved via subsequent email discussion.

Where relevant, the Working Party included reference to other Australian clinical practice guidelines for the management of specific clinical problems (e.g. psychosocial concerns). To ensure recommendations in the adapted guidelines were based on up-to-date evidence, non-systematic searches of PubMed were undertaken to identify systematic reviews and randomized controlled trials (RCTs) published more recently than the source guidelines. The Organizing Committee and Working Party responded to priorities identified by the survey of current practice by conducting two systematic reviews to identify patient priorities for care and optimal approaches to supporting self-management. Recommendations developed in response to these additional sources, guidance by the Expert Panels and the Working Party’s own clinical experience were distinguished from those adapted from existing guidelines by the term 'consensus' in the draft and final guidelines, with the source and/or rationale provided. Practical tips about medication availability and prescribing were included as practice points.

Throughout the guideline development process, the Working Party sought opportunities to disseminate the project and elicit information on stakeholder needs via local, state, national and
international fora attended by health professionals and consumers. This included 2012 meetings of Palliative Care New South Wales, NPS MedicineWise, the International Psycho-Oncology Society (held in Brisbane), European Association for Palliative Care and Multinational Association for Supportive Care in Cancer, and 2012 and 2013 meetings of the Cancer Nurses Society of Australia, the Pharmaceutical Society of Australia, Palliative Care Australia and Australian Pain Society.

During the Finalization phase, stakeholder feedback on draft recommendations was sought via public consultation. Comments were sought via the Cancer Council Australia Cancer Guidelines Wiki platform from 26th November 2012 until 11th January 2013, in accordance with the minimum of 30 days stipulated by NHMRC standards for guideline development. Invitations to contribute to the consultation were circulated via the Working Party’s networks as well as local, state and national organizations with an interest in caring for people with cancer pain. See Box 1 for a list of national organizations that circulated the invitation to their members.

**Box 1.** National organisations which circulated an invitation to their members to participate in the guideline public consultation

| Australian General Practice Network |
| Australian Pain Society |
| CareSearch |
| Clinical Oncological Society of Australia |
| Haematology Society of Australia and New Zealand |
| Medical Oncology Group of Australia |
| Painaustralia |
| Palliative Care Australia |
| Primary Care Collaborative Cancer Clinical Trials Group |
| Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Radiologists – Radiation Oncology Section |
| Royal Australasian College of Physicians Division of Adult Medicine |

Plans for updating were agreed by the Working Party at meetings in late 2013 and early 2014. A decision was made to approach panels of experts on each section and seek their permission to be contacted every 3 months for advice on new evidence that should be considered for inclusion in updates. This approach was preferred to iterative systematic literature reviews not only because of the lesser resource requirements but also because it offered a means of disseminating the guidelines and building ownership amongst stakeholders. In addition, the Wiki platform enables guideline users to continue to submit comments and notification of new evidence on an ongoing basis. Inclusion of new evidence is assessed by the Working Party and a decision made whether to update the guidelines accordingly.
Results

Evaluation against criteria resulted in six guidelines being included for adaptation (Table 1). It was agreed that no single guideline could be adopted in its entirety due to differences in practice internationally. Because the National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE) guideline was published only part-way through the adaptation process, its recommendations were used to inform later drafts rather than initial development. Guidelines offered by NICE and European Association of Palliative Care (EAPC) focused exclusively on pharmacological treatment.

Table 1. Six international guidelines on management of cancer pain included for adaptation to the Australian setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation (Year)</th>
<th>Guideline title</th>
<th>Reference(s)</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European Association for Palliative Care (EAPC) (2012)</td>
<td>Use of opioid analgesics in the treatment of cancer pain</td>
<td>26*</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Informative systematic reviews have been published in a special issue (Issue 6) of *Palliative Medicine*, 2011 Volume 25.
The Working Party noted that some recommendations from existing international guidelines might not be transferable to the Australian setting because of historical differences in clinical practice, drug availability and laws relating to opioid use.32 There was also concern to identify the best solutions to overcoming documented barriers to effective pain management.33 Recommendations featured in international guidelines but not considered transferable to the Australian setting included those from the UK’s Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN),27 National Health Service (NHS) Quality Improvement Scotland 28 and NICE 25 guidelines relating to the World Health Organization (WHO) pain ladder,34 which the Working Party considered controversial in the Australian context, and the use of intravenous morphine recommended by NCCN which was not considered to be usual practice.35

Recommendations from international guidelines and other sources were divided into sections of the Australian guidelines on patient-centered care, screening, assessment, self-management, pharmacological management and non-pharmacological management. The guideline adaptation process resulted in 55 final recommendations, two of which focused on patient-centered care, two on screening, one on assessment, three on self-management, 43 on pharmacological management and four on non-pharmacological management. The final recommendations and information about their sources are publically available on the Wiki.23 The Working Party agreed to prioritize recommendations supporting the essentials of care identified across international guidelines, namely: screening and assessment of pain, provision of regular and breakthrough analgesia, implementation of a bowel regimen for patients prescribed opioids, and patient education.36 It was agreed that a focus on these elements of care as key indicators of quality should be promoted by means of a simple clinical pathway that could be disseminated in hard copy for display in clinics.

Public consultation resulted in 88 comments submitted via the Wiki for consideration by the Working Party, as well as 10 comments sent via email. Wiki comments and the Working Party’s response to each can still be viewed under the relevant recommendations, which supports guideline transparency and, where applicable, a more detailed understanding of the rationale.

The guidelines were officially launched at the 40th Annual Scientific Meeting of the Clinical Oncological Society of Australia, held in Adelaide in November 2013.

Discussion

Guidelines for assessing and managing cancer pain in adults have been developed for the Australian setting using the ADAPTE approach and are now available on the Cancer Council Australia Cancer Guidelines Wiki.23 This platform enables ongoing user feedback and rapid revision to ensure
recommendations are up to date with emerging evidence. Users are invited to submit suggestions for revisions to the guidelines to the Working Party via the comments function available on the Wiki below each recommendation. The guidelines provide a point of care resource to support clinician assessment and management of adult cancer pain. The guidelines are not intended to replace expert care but rather to support the essentials of assessment and management by professionals less familiar with treating cancer pain.

Implementation of the guidelines will be supported by three strategies that have been shown to improve uptake of evidence-based care and overcome barriers in cancer pain management and other areas of patient care. These strategies are under development and will include patient self-management resources, a program of health professional education and an audit tool to assess adherence to the essentials of cancer care as defined by the clinical pathway. Resources developed to support patient communication and self-management included templates to support goal setting, communication and monitoring of capacity to self-manage cancer pain and adequacy of support. These resources are intended to supplement an existing patient education booklet published by the Cancer Council New South Wales, which has proven efficacy in reducing pain intensity. Health professional education will be delivered via the QStream method (formally Spaced Education). QStream is an online learning format that has been shown to significantly improve knowledge and retention of guideline content in RCTs. Questions on the clinical content of guidelines are delivered via e-mail, with immediate feedback on selected answers and an opportunity to re-visit questions that were answered incorrectly. The audit tool will be based on a precedent developed by the Victorian Palliative Care Network and is currently being pilot tested alongside the patient-held resources at public and private palliative care and oncology sites in New South Wales. The tool assesses adherence to the key standards of screening, assessment, pharmacological management, management of constipation and patient education on which there is international consensus. It is hoped that health services will use these standards of care to evaluate their services and allocate resources.

An RCT will commence in 2015 to evaluate the ability of the guidelines and implementation resources to provide cost-effective improvements to cancer pain and related outcomes. Resources will be made available on the Wiki if found to be effective.
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